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The second edition of this popular book is updated to reflect current research about best practice in

teaching and learning in standards-based classrooms. In addition to resources for actively engaging

students and multiple approaches to lesson and unite design, this text includes information on

technology integration, formative assessment, 21st century thinking skills that promote rigor and

relevance, and formats for job-embedded learning.
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I use this book daily in my classroom. It is full of handy tricks. Mrs Rutherford truly knows how

children and adults learn. Great strategies for all subject areas!

This is a great book for new and experienced teachers. Lots of great ideas to compliment what is

already being done in class. I would recommend it for all teachers, but especially for middle school

teachers.

This book has a lot of practical information and many great ideas for activities. This was one of our

textbooks for a licensure program. I think any teacher could glean information or tips from this book,

but it is especially helpful for new teachers who might not have a broad variety of activities to

engage students in learning.



This has been very helpful in planning out lesson plans. This book has a mixture of ideas that reach

to different learning styles and addresses various multiple intelligences. I've been able to bounce of

ideas and create my own versions to adapt to my classroom. This book even works outside of a

class room as in workshops, study groups/sessions, trainings, and camps. I highly recommend this

book!

I am using this book for a master's level class in Instruction and Curriculum. It is required for the

class. At first I did not like the way the information is presented sort of packed onto the pages with

not a lot of verse. But, after using it I find that it has much valuable information presented in a sort of

"notebook" style.

I use this book daily in my classroom. I love the Top Ten Tips as I Design Lessons. It truly makes

me think standards first before activities. The best part is that this is straight to the point and doesn't

go on and on about theory. I wished I had this when I was a beginning teacher, would have made

my life so much easier.

This is an excellent text book for creating dynamic and creative curriculum and for lesson planning. I

wish I had written it. I highly recommend it.

Rutherford's written another quality resource for teachers. This book has great ideas for lessons and

is well organized. I often find myself turning to this book while crafting units.I had purchased this

book for a college course a couple years ago, but I never really opened it until I was student

teaching. This book was particularly good for middle school purposes, as another reviewer ahs

stated.As I type this, used copies of "Instruction for All Students" are selling for $10. I bought mine

for $40, and I consider that a deal.Buy this book and add it to your arsenal.
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